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Abstract
This paper will use the natural laws of the universe and amassed evidence to support a
dynamic systems theory approach to explain the mechanics and fixed operations of the human
experience taking place inside a causally determined universe without the possibility of free will.
By reductionary methods, the universe and all its’ contents, including human agents, will be
exemplified as complex dynamic systems. In so doing, the human experience is reduced to being
comprised of information acting and reacting with other information existing in the universe,
specifically ideas. Allowing ideas to take on a physical manifestation shows how the feedback of
information directly results in the rise of human consciousness and the sensation of control and
volition over actions. Thus, the methods and philosophies used in this paper will set out to rebut
metaphysical libertarian views asserting alternative possibilities by way of Rollback Arguments
and two other libertarian arguments raised by Alfred R. Mele. This paper aims to provide a
description and deeper appreciation for the mechanics and fixed operations of the human
experience in a universe where free will is nonexistent.

6

1.0 Introduction and Outline

1.1 A Conventional Conception of Free Will
This paper’s aim sets out to provide an account of how the mechanics and fixed
operations of the human experience are occurring in a causally determined universe, where all
outcomes of the universe are necessarily fixed and offer no alternative possible outcomes other
than what has and will happen. Furthermore, there will be an examination of the universe and the
human experience under the lens of dynamic systems theory acting in accordance with the laws
of motion as laid out by Sir Isaac Newton. Therefore, a workable definition of free will is
required so free will throughout this paper should be established. A good starting place would be
from a position that understands free will as an assumption that human agents ultimately have
the power to freely think and act according to their own personal discretion; that’s is to say, “…
a philosophical term of art for a particular sort of capacity of rational agents to choose a course
of action from among various alternatives.”1 Although there is a plethora of arguments put
forward both for and against human agent’s ability to possess free will, this paper will work
under the guides that life is occurring in a fixed universe governed by cause and effect
relationships without any alternative outcomes, making free will an impossibility for human
agents.

The term free will is so closely related with the term moral responsibility that it is
difficult to talk about one without discussing the other. Kevin Timpe paraphrases the work of
Joseph Campbell and reports that two conditions need to be met in order for an agent to be

1

O'Connor, O'Connor Timothy. n.d. Free Will. Edited by Edward N. Zalta. URL =
<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2014/entries/freewill/>.
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morally responsible for an act. The first condition is the epistemic condition, which is a type of
knowledge or belief that an agent holds about their actions or choices and what can result from
those actions and choices.2 The second condition is the control condition. Timpe quotes Susan
Wolf for a clear idea of what the control condition is, “… An agent that has a will can be
responsible only for things that are related to her in such a way that they fall, so to speak, within
the sphere of influence of her will.”3 Therefore, it can be said that “… an agent acts freely when
he controls his actions in a way needed for him to be morally praiseworthy or blameworthy for
that action. If there is no free will, then no agent has the kind of control needed for moral
responsibility….”4; or, as Peter van Inwagen is reported as stating, “ ‘[I]t seems to be generally
agreed that the concept of free will should be understood in terms of the power or ability of
agents to act otherwise than they in fact do’….”5 From these provided definitions one can clearly
see why the free will debate about the implications and existence of free will existing or not
existing, has remained such a contested issue in philosophy.

This paper deems the above definitions to be satisfactory in explaining a general
description of what circumstances need to come about in order for human agents to satisfy the
conditions that bring about free will and moral responsibility. However, after recognizing how
closely intertwined the terms free will and moral responsibility are with one another the concern
of this paper remains not to be one that will examine how or when the conditions of free will and
moral responsibility is satisfied, but rather how it could be possible and still reasonable to
assume human agents are experiencing their existence in the universe without free will.

2

Timpe, K. (2013). FREE WILL Sourcehood and its Alternatives. London and New York: Bloomsbury., 9
Timpe. FREE WILL Sourcehood and its Alternatives., 9
4
Timpe. FREE WILL Sourcehood and its Alternatives., 9
5
Timpe. FREE WILL Sourcehood and its Alternatives., 180
3
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By adopting a position of metaphysical libertarianism, one can argue that when an agent
is presented with more than one possible choice of actions pertaining to a particular situation it
can be said that there remains a quality of indeterminism in the way in which the person could
have chosen and therefore the universe could have unfolded differently. By allowing an agent to
have more than one possible outcome to choose from in a situation is usually referred to as a
condition of alternative possibilities, or (AP). The conditions of alternative possibilities are
satisfied when “… a person has free will only if they could have done otherwise.”6 A thought
experiment known as The Rollback Argument is an attempt to show how an agent’s ability to act
differently in a particular situation may result in a difference in future events other than what has
happened. Rollback Arguments allow metaphysical libertarians to view the universe as having
different outcomes than what has taken place or what can take place in the future. Therefore, if a
situation allows an agent to have more than one possible outcome, it is believed that there is an
element of indeterminism that can be applied the nature of the universe. This is because it is easy
to show how an agent’s decision to choose one option over the other can affect how the universe
will unfold differently. This paper does not contest that it is possible to see how an agent’s
action, if different then what she originally performed, would allow the universe to unfold
differently, this paper argues that what is thought of as an ability to choose is an illusion and no
matter how many choices are available the history of the universe remains eternally fixed.

Some believe the Rollback Argument may help with the understanding of how free will
can exist with the aid of arguing for alternative possibilities because it assumes that an
opportunity arrives for an agent when they are faced with having to choose between two options,
option 1 and option 2. Now, say that an agent is just as likely to choose option 1 as they are
6

Timpe. FREE WILL Sourcehood and its Alternatives., 70
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option 2; in other words, a true and even 50/50 split of choice to pick one option over the other.
According to the Rollback Argument, given the opportunity to rollback time to the moment
where the agent made their decision between the two options the agent would be presented with
the same choice; however, the agent has now been afforded with a new opportunity of remaking
the same choice and therefore it is thought (by those partial to the Rollback Argument) it would
now be possible for the agent to pick the opposite option they originally picked prior to time
being reversed. So, the Rollback Argument essentially makes the assertion that at a time T1 an
agent chooses option 1 rather than option 2. Then at time T2 the same agent, now having reset
time to the precise time where they made their initial choice, may choose option 2 rather than
option 1.

Therefore, it is not too far of a reach to assume that the Rollback Argument makes human
decisions as equitable and probabilistic as a coin flip. If this is so, then it seems that the argument
can be taken further and inevitably be made to reduce an agent’s choice to pure possibility and
probability which is enough to satisfy some libertarian views especially concerning alternative
possibilities; however, this does not seem to resemble the definition of free will provided earlier,
or a hard determinist view concerning the conditions necessary for free will. Furthermore, the
assertions made by such an indeterminist stance on free will now make it seem worth examining
the mechanics of the coin toss.

Part of the reason Rollback Arguments are appealing to libertarians is because they can
base their argument on human ignorance concerning quantum mechanics and assert that although
the universe may be determined as long as there exists a possible alternative of the way an agent
could have acted, free will still exists; this is due to the undeniable fact that human knowledge of
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this area is rather new and currently the work accomplished is largely theoretical. However, to
place one’s sympathies on a metaphysical argument which panders to the existence of free will
on a foundation of human ignorance, when there is repeatable and reliable empirical evidence
that has been collected from experiments dealing with subatomic particles seems contradictory.
Therefore, a further investigation into the intricacies of the universe should be conducted to see
why it may be impossible for human agents to have free will.

1.2 Outline

The explanation of how human agents may be experiencing the universe without free will
starts with a basic overview concerning the laws of nature and the mechanics of the universe. By
introducing Newton’s three laws of motion an understanding of a chaotic causally determined
universe will begin to unfold. By starting out with highlighting the mechanics of the universe,
the first part of this paper will enable a deeper investigation into how the universe necessarily
operates as a fixed system. From here it will be shown that by default the fixed state of the
universe is necessarily transposed onto the mechanics and operations of human agents.

In order to solidify the arguments laid out in this paper the concept of chaos and dynamic
systems will be introduced. Chaos and dynamic systems will help explain the depth and
dimensionality of the mechanics and operations associated with the universe and human agents.
By taking a dynamic systems theory approach to understanding human experience and
introducing chaos into the free will debate, positions that are accepting of the practicality of
alternative possibilities which maintain free will as an attribute that human agents possess, will
becomes less enticing to adopt.

11

Of course, no examination would be complete without experimentation. Therefore,
following the complex mechanical explanation of the human experience this paper will present
data from scientific experiments conducted by Benjamin Libet and John-Dylan Haynes that have
taken place to back assertions being made that free will cannot and should not be allowed to exist
in the conventional manner in which it is thought to exist. It will be shown that a lag occurs
between the time an agent’s brain and remaining body parts are preparing to perform an action
and the conscious awareness of feeling an urge to perform an act. The results of these
experiments will bolster the position that views mental states as being composed of physical
information with force and are capable of directly interacting with human agents, how it is that
agents respond and process stimuli from in the world, and reinforce the concept of a causally
determined universe without the possibility of free will. The lag in self-awareness found in the
Libet experiments will back up claims made of how it is possible to see human consciousness
directly resulting from the feedback of processed information back into the human system and
how this then adds to the multiple dimensions of the human mind and reveals another layer of
complexity in the human experience. The collected data from these experiments will also
confirm reasonable assumptions that any type of feelings associated with choice and the
possession of ownership over an action is the result of information feedback that takes place after
the body has already dedicated itself to performing a fixed act.

However, an attempt at providing an explanation of how it may be possible that humans
are operating without free will by amassing evidence from these experiments cannot be done
without meeting conflict. Alfred R. Mele responds to the data collected in the Libet experiments
with two separate libertarian arguments. One will be referred to as an argument from
generalization where Mele argues that the data collected in the experiments cannot be said to be
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representative of all human decisions. The second will be referred to as the ‘Much Too High
Standards Argument.’ In this second argument, Mele argues that the standards of human agents
to be able to possess free will is too high and therefore should be lowered so that moral
responsibility can still be assigned to agents’ actions. Though Mele’s efforts are commendable,
this paper will push back against these two arguments as well in order to maintain the universe is
in fact a fixed system that does not allow humans the ability to possess free will. Nor, is there
any reason why human agents need to lower the standard of what free will is in order to gain
moral responsibility when regardless of the truth or falsity of free will, the world will continue to
operate much in the same fashion as it already does.

2.0 Essentials

Since this paper concurs with the notion that life is occurring in a causally determined
universe and all human acts and thoughts are fixed it seems that the most reasonable approach to
understanding the human experience is to accept the fixed implications of determinism.
Determinism assumes that “The world is governed by (or is under the sway of) determinism if
and only if, given a specified way things are at a time t, the way things go thereafter is fixed as a
matter of natural law.”7 With that said, hard determinism does not allow for the possibility of
free will. Therefore, to gain insight into human life existing in a causally determined universe
one will want to examine the mechanics of the universe. After highlighting the role that the
universe plays in placing limitations on human organisms it can then be shown how the chaotic
nature of the universe is essential to understanding the human experience. In addition, because
the nature of the universe is ultimately responsible for the limitations of an individual it will be

7

Hoefer, Carl. n.d. Causal Determinism. Edited by Edward N. Zalta.
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2016/entries/determinism-causal/.
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shown that it is the chaos of the universe and the limitations of an individual acting in concert
that dictates what an agent’s thoughts and actions are going to be, not free will.

This relationship will prove to be multidimensional in nature, making the only reasonable
method of analyzing the thoughts and acts executed by humans one that is capable of capturing
the entire complexity of the human experience itself. However, establishing a concise and
digestible method of how it may be possible that the mechanics, and ultimately the limitations of
the human experience aid in understanding agents’ behaviors and interactions with ideas in a
causally determined universe, is an intricate process.

The main argument conveying the true nature of the fixed operations of a causally
determined universe will be guided by Newton’s laws of motion. These laws, as established by
Newton and the history of physics, ensure that there are no other alternative possible ways that
the history of the universe has unfolded and there can never be any alternative way for the future
of the universe to unfold, other than how it will.

2.1 The Linchpin
Sir Isaac Newton’s laws of motion:
First Law of Motion: “Every body preserves in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a
right line, unless it is compelled to change that state by force impressed thereon.”8
Second Law of Motion: “The alteration of motion is ever proportional to the motive force
impressed; and is made in the direction of the right line in which that force is impressed.”9

8

Newton, Isaac. 1836. The Principia: The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy and Newton’s System of
the world. Translated by Andrew Motte. New York: Daniel Adee., 83
9
Newton. The Principia: The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy and Newton’s System of the world., 83
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Third Law of Motion: “To every action there is always opposed an equal reaction: or the
mutual actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal, and directed to contrary
parts.”10

Newton’s laws of motion can be used as a fundamental foundation for arguments against
free will due to the inherent incompatible nature of the natural laws of the universe with the idea
of free will. The laws of motion act as a clay that strengthens and holds together the bricks in
arguments that accept causal determinism as a reality. From Newton’s laws of motion, it should
follow that causal determinism must be true since “… every event is necessitated by antecedent
events and conditions together with the laws of nature.”11 No matter how complicated, mutated,
flawed, or evolved etc., if there is something existing in this universe, or is to become existent,
the end result of any manifestation, it will end precisely in the determined state that it was fixed
to be by the initial conditions and the laws of nature. Therefore, Newton’s laws of motion may
be seen to have built into them a preconceived notion which negates a philosophy of alternative
possibilities. This line of thinking can be extended to encompass the entire human condition
being subject to the natural laws of the universe. Being that the body is a biochemical construct
which is susceptible to the natural laws of the universe, it is reasonable to accept that there are
forces compelling agents to think and act in the ways they do.

So, what else could be producing the thoughts and actions of human agents besides the
known physical occurrences in the universe such as chemical interactions established by the
fundamental forces: gravity, electromagnetism, and the strong and weak nuclear force? The
answer is nothing. Just as it is theoretically possible to take the remains of a human being, and

10
11

Newton. The Principia: The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy and Newton’s System of the world.,83
Hoefer, Causal Determinism.
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with heat and pressure, make a diamond, or crush them past the Planck constant to create a
singularity, the mass of a human agent is also responsible for acting in accordance with the laws
of nature. For instance, a human agent cannot walk outside on a sunny day and will their body
not to produce vitamin D, nor can a fetus in utero freely will that they will not suffer
abnormalities when exposed to high levels of alcohol. Therefore, it seems farfetched and
arrogant to assume that humans have special abilities to have the freedom to will anything, when
it is apparent that humans are riddled with limitations. Anything other than what the natural order
of the universe has made possible for humans to do would imply that humans are capable of
performing outside the laws of physics, which in turn implicates humans possessing the ability to
perform miracles.

The laws of motion are applicable when observing how agents bring about an act into the
world, and are said to be the process of self-deliberation and contemplation. It is the sensation of
thought that leads individuals to feel as if they have given rise to actions produced by their body
through reason and contemplation. The ability to trace action and thoughts in this way enables
the perpetuation of the feeling of a possessive quality over actions and thoughts performed by
agents. Thought is a sensation, though it does produce and provide humans with the possessive
qualities and ownership over actions, it plays a big role in creating an illusion of free will. Since
everything existing in the universe is subject to the laws of motion it seems reasonable to think
that thought itself would fall subject to the laws of motion as well. This may be possible by
allowing thought to be nothing more than the biochemical reactions taking place inside of an
agent according to the present state that agent, and these types of reactions can be found to be
presently existing in the universe itself. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that thoughts are
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the manifestation of a human system reacting to some stimuli also existing in the world, even if
what the human system is reacting to is itself.

Actions, judgments, and reasoning are some of the most important aspects of human
thought. When one is thinking about thinking; one is ultimately engaged in performing the very
thing that inevitably leads to the illusion of possessing free will. Because agents are tethered to
their actions, there can be judgments made about those actions by others. This is because of
similarities shared between humans and their experience of the universe. Though one may not
know the full story behind another’s actions, due to a set of shared similarities amongst human
agents, a majority of motivations, thoughts, and actions can be approximated and to some extent
expected, being that the universe, to some extent, is predictable in nature.

However, human agents cannot give a detailed account of where an act originated within
the human body, complicating attempts to trace back the chemical process (W) that when
initiated in some state (H) ends in the result of some action (Y). However, the chemical process
of the human body is no different than the chemical reactions that take place with other
reactions. For instance, the hydrogen atom can be explained by its measurements, charge,
degrees of freedom and so forth. These observable qualities of hydrogen make its behavior
predictable in the specific situations in which it can be found. Furthermore, individual hydrogen
atoms necessarily only have 1 proton and when in a proper ratio and close enough proximity to
oxygen (necessarily having 8 protons) and under the right conditions, water will necessarily be
constituted. The point is that, given the necessary conditions which require hydrogen to exist as
hydrogen and, given the particular states and situations in which it can be found, hydrogen
cannot act in such a way other than hydrogen does. Notice there is no need for thought, reason,
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or will attributed to the element’s action; it acts because it is necessitated that it acts in this way
by the laws of physics. Hence, the same is true for a chemically constructed human agent.

Like water, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is also made up of elements, though having a
more complex structure. As individual elements are dictated to be specific elements according to
the number of protons they possess; humans are human because of what their DNA dictates them
to be. Human DNA, therefore, provides a rational structure for the expected development and
behaviors of the human species, making it impossible for humans to act in such a way that is not
human. In other words, human DNA provides the chemical boundaries and a definition of what it
means to be human; which is inclusive of all mental and physical aspects of the human
experience. Human DNA also contributes to the similar bonds shared between all humans and
allows for complex relationships capable of reaching across the shared experience. However,
although agents have come into existence at different times, have been exposed to different
stimuli, and are capable of arriving at different points in the universe by behaving in different
manners, it is still possible for agents’ thoughts and actions to be relatable to one another. This
explains why it is that although agents can be said to have different characteristics from one
another, separate individuals are capable of arriving at similar thoughts and acts in a particular
position in time and space. Therefore, it is the limitation of human DNA which makes human
behavior somewhat predictable. For example, if multiple agents are eating salsa containing
cilantro, some agents may immediately be repulsed by the taste of the cilantro the salsa contains,
others may not even notice the salsa contains cilantro after eating it. However, what cannot
happen is that an agent consuming the cilantro will grow wings as a result. Why? Again, because
human DNA, in conjunction with the laws of nature, does not allow for this to happen. If a
human had wings it would not be a human, nor does cilantro contain properties that permit
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humans to grow wings. What is being illustrated here is that although there might be different
levels of attraction and understanding of things that are existing in the world, humans remain
limited in the way that they can react to them with their bodies because they have been dictated
by the laws of the universe to act in such a way without the possibility of acting differently.

However, to develop a more robust argument against alternative possibilities and the
nonexistence of free will for human agents an examination of the fixity and the predictability of
the mechanics and operations of the universe must be undertaken.

2.2 Dynamic Systems and Chaos

One of the most interesting things about living in a causally determined universe is that
although things are how they were determined to be, and will be how they are going to be, the inbetween is filled with chaos that provides an illusion of alternative possibilities for human
agents. However, there is no choice because there are no real alternative possibilities. If one were
to look up the definition of chaos in a broad stroke, it would be said to be disorder, complete
confusion, mayhem and so on. However, the subject matter of modern day chaos theory is more
refined and much more interesting than disorder was ever previously thought to be. It was not
until the 1960s that chaos began to enter into mainstream science. Prior to this, chaos had been
detected in the work of earlier mathematicians; however, it confounded most and was discarded
for more rational approximations of complex numbers leaving chaos to remain an obscure
subject matter. It was not until the second half of the 20th Century that chaos and chaos theory
started to gain scientific acceptance. This was in part due to the publication of meteorologist
Edward Norton Lorenz’s paper entitled Deterministic Nonperiodic Flow. With further
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investigation into chaos theory by interested parties there began to emerge order from disorder,
and where there was once thought to be disarray there are now discernable patterns.
A dynamic system is a “… deterministic mathematical model, where time can be either a
continuous or a discrete variable. Such models may be studied as mathematical objects or may be
used to describe a target system (some kind of physical, biological or economic system, say).”12
Dynamic systems are said to come in two flavors: linear and nonlinear in nature, depending on
the nature of the equation. “Consider a differential equation system, such as dx/dt=Fx for a set of
variables x=x1, x2,…, xn. These variables might represent positions, momenta, chemical
concentration or other key features of the target system, and the system of equations tells us how
these key variables change with time.”13

Dynamic systems also provide theoretical principles for conceptualizing,
operationalizing, and formalizing the complex interrelations of time, substance, and process
known as dynamic system theory.14 Dynamic system theories are based on content-independent
principles that describe the behavior of complex physical and biological systems.15 They are
often used to yield a deeper understanding of the processes of change.16

Dynamic system theory can be used as a conceptual guide for developing a formal
argument against free will. Some refer to dynamic system theory as a metatheory that can be
applied to a full range of studies and disciplines including, but not limited to, the social systems

12

Hoefer. Causal Determinism.
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humans have invented for themselves. In all, it is up to the researcher to decide the how and the
what of a system they wish to research; meaning, one can look at dynamic systems and their
operations as a whole, or if one prefers, attempt to isolate and identify what are the operations of
particular elements inside the system.

A term often discussed in reference to dynamic systems is chaos theory. Chaos theory is
the study of non-linear dynamic systems. The term chaos refers to types of orbital behaviors
which are seemingly unpredictable, yet result in stochastic patterns of deterministic, complex
dynamic systems. It should also be noted that chaotic behavior can be detected in both linear and
nonlinear dynamic systems. The patterns that evolve out of chaos can be applied to many areas
including, but not limited to, philosophies when contemplating the universe and the human
condition.

The idea of deterministic chaos is one way to philosophically evaluate the universe.
Deterministic chaos is a way of explaining the result of a seemingly unpredictable system and its
components. In other words, deterministic chaos is a way of coming to an agreement that
although it seems impossible to predict the long-term future of the universe the fact remains that,
although complex, the universe, like dynamic systems are deterministic. For the sake of clarity,
deterministic chaos is said to have two salient features: “(i) the evolution of the system over a
long time period effectively mimics a random or stochastic process—it lacks predictability or
computability in some appropriate sense; (ii) two systems with nearly identical initial states will
have radically divergent future developments, within a finite (and typically, short) timespan.”17

17

Hoefer. Causal Determinism.
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Dynamic systems theory allows for researchers to dictate the parameters, the subject
matter, and the variables of a system provided that what is being examined is within reason of
exhibiting properties of a dynamic system. Chaos has been exhibited in both linear and nonlinear systems; however, some researchers warn against using the term dynamic systems theory
when evaluating a system that is non-linear. Hence, utilizing methods used in dynamic systems
theory and chaos throughout this paper is no faux pas. In fact, there seems to be no other way to
understand a complex system such as the biochemical makeup of human organism even if it is
later discovered that the human experience is a linear system.

Dynamic systems theory appears to be the most practical approach that provides clear
insight into the intricacies of the multidimensional reality of the human experience because of its
versatility. When approaching the area of free will from a stance that sympathizes with a
complex determinacy of organisms such as human beings, a dynamic system approach seems to
be the only rational choice for understanding the fully determined acts of human agents that are
devoid of free will.

There are multiple facets which create the entire biochemical construct of individual
agents -- agents that are operating as dynamic systems that are susceptible to outside influences.
Hence, dynamic systems theory should be the preferred approach to examining issues concerning
free will due to the depth and multiplicities of multidimensional anomalies that occur within the
human organism. Dynamic systems theory can be used to isolate particular moments that occur
throughout individual agents’ lives. This is similar to taking a snapshot of a system to evaluate
the status of its entropy and examining all factors that are currently acting upon said system
which are making it act in such a way that it is currently existing in.
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A dynamic systems approach to understanding the human experience provides a more
practical and realistic view of agents existing within a causally determined universe. Dynamic
systems theory allows for the examination of a particular system as a whole as well as the
individual components of that system. Therefore, if a particular human agent is allowed to be
examined as an individual system it can also be said that the brain, mind, and limbs belonging to
that particular agent are the components belonging to and making up the larger whole dynamic
system: The human agent itself. Since dynamic systems and their components are acknowledged
as having the ability to interact with other things in existence the claims made by metaphysical
libertarian arguments, in favor of free will in a causally determined universe are rather
cumbersome to adopt when they are made to directly conflict with the natural laws of the
universe.

Dynamic system theory dovetails rather neatly with the laws of nature, one does not have
to sacrifice quality over quantity, so to say, when constructing arguments concerning the free
will debate and reels in the slack left behind by unanswered questions pertaining to the free will
debate and remains a valid explanation of the human experience where libertarian arguments fail.
For example, arguments that promote indeterminacy through the method of a theorized rollback
of time directly go against the natural fixed progressive change in a system’s sensitivity and
entropy. Being that the entropy of a system has a tendency to approach disorder over time the
evolution of an isolated system with time, can be said to give the direction of time's arrow.18
Therefore, “If snapshots of a system at two different times shows one state which is more
disordered, then it could be implied that this state came later in time.”19 Hence, in order for a
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Rollback Argument to work one would have to recruit physicist James Clerk Maxwell’s demon.
Maxwell’s master demon would then break the second law of thermodynamics by manipulating
the entropy of that particular system.20

Two things should be pointed out here. First, Breaking the second law of
thermodynamics is theoretically possible; however, tampering with the natural flow and
sensitivity of a system for the purpose of slowing down or speeding up its entropy is nothing
more and nothing less than manipulation. Second, if time was rolled back in an attempt to
experiment with the indeterminacy of a particular outcome (choice / act) of a particular system
(human agent) than the system would have to be reset to exactly how it was prior to the choice
being made. This would include, but not limited to, resetting a system’s entropy. Not only would
the system have to be reset exactly how it was, but the entire universe as well, including anything
that is outside the universe that is interacting with it. So, even if such an elaborate plan could be
put into motion and time could be rolled back to a position of a time T1, the argument for
indeterminacy and free will, by way of rollback, would still fail since everything would be reset
to exactly how it was at a present time T1 where an observed act took place. Therefore, if one
rolled time back without any variations in the entropy and sensitivity of a system one would
yield the same action at this new time T2 as previously dictated by the initial causally determined
outcome of the already observed time of T1. Of course this is because, as pointed out earlier,
particles and atoms such as hydrogen are hydrogen because they have to be and can only act in a
fashion that they are dictated to act in even if that fashion is misunderstood.
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So, if everything pushes and pulls on one another in the exact same spot and with the
exact same force, gravity, charge and so on, and it is a given that actions are the result of equal
and opposite reactions, then it follows that if the quintessential particles (including everything in
the entire universe) responsible for bringing about an action into the world during a rollback
experiment were reset to exactly how they were at a prior time of T1 then no matter how odd or
mysterious their behaviors were leading up to the action taking place the laws of the universe
necessarily commits these particles to bringing forth the same actions at a time T2. Any deviation
from the prior way in which the universe was fixed will compromise the sensitivity of a system
and should be discarded as it is a contaminated experiment.

Therefore, it is clear that the only approach to understanding the human experience and
free will in a causally determined universe is through a dynamic systems theory approach. The
chaotic nature of dynamic systems allows for the indeterminacy and uncertainty that libertarians
are looking for without breaking the natural laws of the universe and provides a simple
explanation of human behavior and choice.

The Rollback Argument assumes a position of suspended disbelief and completely
ignores the overwhelming pragmatic evidence of how the rest of the universe operates to allow
for the possibility of free will. Granted there are elements of ignorance that cannot be ignored
when discussing the depth of knowledge human agents have pertaining to areas of science;
however, this does not excuse libertarians from complete denial of the repeatable behaviors
observed during some experiments. To fully deny that there is no repeatable scientific proof that
small particles are able to act predictably in some ways is on par with saying that because
humans cannot hear a dog whistle when it is blown in the presence of a dog, there is no way of
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telling why the dog has begun to bark. Therefore, to assume that human ignorance concerning
the subatomic level of existence can open the door for humans to possess free will is a bit off
base since the argument itself seems to be constructed from ‘wishful thinking’ and requires
agents to adopt a position of suspended disbelief regarding how the universe operates. Thinking
in this way resembles a commitment to faith rather than pragmatic reasoning. By excusing the
manipulation factor from Rollback Arguments in order to obtain free will not only breaks the law
of non-contradiction, but it also looks as if Rollback Arguments demand agents to bear a similar
existential cross of reason as does Abraham when his story is presented by Kierkegaard.
Unfortunately, faith is an inherently irrational concept and has been said to be an absurdity by
even the most god-fearing men. Hence, it seems reasonable to simplify without oversimplifying
in explaining how human experience may be constructed rather than adding in more hypotheses
and unknowns to an already complex area of focus.

Though libertarian arguments do have philosophical merit, this one in particular is a
rather cheap shot at attempting to kick the stool out from underneath an opponent. To assert and
accept a view that allows free will to exist due to the unpredictable nature of things existing at
the quantum level is a mistake; especially when it is prudent to assume that things existing at the
quantum level would still act according to the cause/effect principles established by Newton’s
laws of motion no matter how odd quantum information is allowed to become. This paper will
assert that although humans remain ignorant of things in existence at the quantum level it
necessarily follows that things at this level are fixed by the laws of the universe and directly
impact other things in existence including human choice, thought, and action. To reiterate, (1)
quantum information is said to exist. (2) If something is in existence than it is able to be acted
upon, and in turn has the ability to act on other things in existence. Therefore, the same door that
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was opened by human ignorance to allow for the existence of free will can also be closed by
human ignorance and not allow for the existence of free will.

Some libertarian philosophies use human ignorance concerning quantum mechanics to
construct arguments, such as the Rollback Argument, against hard determinist views of the
universe that do not allow for the existence of free will. It is true that the high level of human
ignorance concerning quantum mechanics is very real and that the behavior of things in existence
at the quantum level remain unpredictable and mysterious. However, well-constructed libertarian
arguments of this kind still fall short of creating a rational assumption and connection between
human ignorance concerning things existing at the quantum level and the principle nature of
cause and effect relationships. It seems that libertarians are overlooking a simple rule of
existence that seems to follow from the laws of motion which is interpreted here in this paper as
being that if something is said to exist than it necessarily has the capable of interacting with other
things in existence and in accordance with the natural laws and fixity of the universe. Therefore,
time travel and alternative possibilities, though providing an invitation to glimpse into alternate
realities and dimensions, cannot save the universe from unfolding how it has and will.

In all, due to the chaotic nature of dynamic systems, it may be rationalized that the
universe is a dynamic system. Therefore, by reductionary methods, one can feasibly deduce that
the chaotic universe is capable of producing other dynamic systems within itself like human
organisms. If human organisms are capable of having thoughts and performing acts, then the
thoughts and acts of human agents are the result of chaotic determinacy resulting from the
brain’s capability of performing multidimensional thought. However, these multidimensional
characteristics are restricted due to naturally occurring human limitations. Inevitably it is the
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limitations of human agents that gives rise to predictable patterns of actions and repulsion to
decisions and choice. In addition, these patterns that occur in human thought and action have
arisen out of and have given rise to the evolutionary necessity of communication. Ultimately, it
is the chaotic patterns of human thought and actions which lead to the development of what is
referred to as free will. Therefore, any libertarian claims asserting that human agents are capable
of existing in a universe where determinism and free will exist simultaneously should be
approached with caution.

Following the fixed chain of a causally determined universe, where it necessarily follows
that free will’s impossibility is not an easy task. In fact, it is understandable why human agents
remain stubbornly supportive of beliefs of metaphysical libertarian views. Human agents take
ownership over their thoughts and acts. This is because they are led to believe that because these
thoughts and acts are traceable back to themselves and that there is emotional attachment to these
thoughts and acts that they have willed these thoughts and actions into existence by their own
volition. The strong connection felt between the thoughts and actions that human agents produce
is a hard bond to break. The reasons for accepting a lack of control over one’s own decision
making process can be depressing. However, emotions do not trump pragmatic reasoning and
empirical evidence. It seems more likely that all emotions, thoughts, and acts of an individual are
nothing more than the barrage of information being volleyed back and forth between action and
reaction.

At this time, it is best to look into other areas that can help further construct and bring
this argument against the existence of free will for human agents into full focus. Being that it has
been asserted that it is reasonable to reduce human agents to complex dynamic systems it will be
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best to start off by examining fractals and degrees of freedom to gain a concise explanation of
the human experience and also a satisfactory argument against the existence of free will.

3.0 Cohesion

3.1 Fractal Geometry and Degrees of Freedom

One of the most complex issues to deal with when examining the human experience is
the mind. The mind is most commonly thought of as the intangible product of the brain. If
everything existing in this universe is the causal result of another action, including brain activity,
then it follows that the contents of the mind are the product of the causally determined universe
as well and subject to the laws of nature.

The mind can be studied as a dynamic system just as war and economic systems can be
understood as phenomena that occur in the universe. The mind is considered to be relatively
close in relation with the brain. This is because, for the most part, the mind is tethered to the
operations of the brain. However before delving further into these topics of mind and body and
grasping a better understanding of the complex neuropathways of the brain and how they impact
the thoughts and actions of the body and mind and vice versa, one should first consider how to
conceptualize chaotic systems themselves.

An attractor is a mathematical value(s) which is existing in a system where the entire
system itself tends to orbit. If the same system is initiated from two separate positions
(sensitivity), although the orbits may result in different patterns, they would still orbit the same
attractor which is exhibited when observing attractors like the Lorenz attractor.21 Although
21
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tracking the individual particles of an entire system is as difficult as trying to find a way through
a maze with moving walls, there are still predictable patterns that arise. Fortunately, it was
Benoit Mandelbrot who discovered a tool to map out the complex interior mechanics of dynamic
systems. His discovery was fractals. Fractals helped bring chaos theory into the mainstream and
showed the world how complex and beautiful math and its dimensions can be with the fractal
geometric shapes known as the Mandelbrot set. Benoit Mandelbrot describes fractal geometry as
a “… workable geometric middle ground between the excessive geometric order of Euclid and
geometric chaos of general mathematics.”22 A more precise definition of fractal geometry is
... a shape or an image that contains the copies of itself at inﬁnitely diﬀerent range of scales;
which means it is self-similar at every magnifying level. However, its mathematical
definition is more precise. According to Robert L. Devany’s (1992) mathematical
definition, a fractal is a subset of Rn (an n-dimensional metric space) which is self-similar
and whose Hausdorff dimension exceeds its topological dimension. In simpler description,
fractal shapes are fractional dimensional and fall in between two successive integer
dimensional objects, i.e., 0 < FD < 1, or 1 < FD < 2, or 2 < FD < 3, where FD is a fractal
dimension. A fractal is a set which is a union of self-similar sets that lie in the Metric space,
more precisely, in the Hausdorff Metric space. Based on the contraction mapping theory
introduced by M. F. Barnsley (1988), a fractal set is an attractor when it is the resulting
figure at the limit state obtained from a set of affine transformations ‘fi’, i = 1 to k, applied
infinite times.23

Extra dimensions can be rather tricky to conceive, however with the help of fractal
geometry the picture becomes clearer. Fractals are used to help understand subject areas of
complex systems like weather patterns, the structural integrity of materials in engineering
projects, and topography. Though there are ways of getting around infinitesimals, infinities, and
turbulence in a system to create a satisfactory model of engineered structure, fractals allow
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individuals to see how a material or system will act when it is pushed to its limits. Where those
limits are capable of being mapped is where the degrees of freedom of a system can be said to be
extremely limited or extremely free. However, it is in topography and measurements of
coastlines where one can conceptualize how the inner-dimensionality of a fractal is applied.
Picture trying to measure the coastline of an island and while attempting this feat one soon
notices that they will have to keep going smaller and smaller to get the best and most accurate
measurements of the coastline. A fractal performs the same action, by repeating the calculations
of an equation to produce smaller and smaller fractional products of infinitesimals, or larger
products that may approach infinities with higher and lower dimensionality. When dealing with
something as complex as the human mind and thought, one is dealing with measurements of area
in the same vein. Therefore, fractal measurements are a key factor in conceptualizing and
understanding the depth of dimensionality and states that the human mind and body can be found
existing in. Therefore, it seems theoretically possible that fractal geometry can be used to not
only to understand how thoughts and acts are produced by human organisms, but also used as an
indication of how limited or free the state of a system can be said to be existing in at a particular
time.

Degrees of freedom refer to a system or particles ability to move through a designated
area such as the universe. When examining particles in a particular system there can be specific
reference made to the degrees of freedom in the phase space of that system or individual particles
in that system. A phase space is every possible position and state a particle can exist in at a given
time within a system. Phase space also refers to all possible states and positions an entire system
as a whole is existing in. However, to predict any and all possible states and positions a system
can or may exist in with accuracy, by definition, necessarily entails that such an entity is able to
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exhibit the capability of operating at higher dimensions of reality and permitted to have a ‘gods
eye’ view of all possible states and realities a system may exist in. This is not to say that there
are no reliable predictions that can be made about the universe, only that if an entity was capable
of making predictions resembling the degree and accuracy as stated above the complexity of
those predictions would be incredibly difficult.

It is important to not confuse phase space with the term state space. A phase space refers
to a system that is more continuous and free, where a state space is used for more discrete
purposes, like discrete mathematics and areas of computer science. A common way of describing
state space is by relating it to a game of chess. The game of chess has 64 positions and 32 pieces.
The combination of rules and the board itself create the limitation on the number of moves and
games that can be played in chess. This is considered discrete since a proper game of chess is not
prone to outside influences. For instance, the game of chess does not allow a player to move
pieces outside of the matrix of the board, nor are other pieces allowed to enter into the game,
such as checkers, and permitted to execute a double jump maneuver and place a king in check.
Though state space and phase space are similar, again state space is associated with that which is
more discrete in nature whereas phase space is used to describe systems of a more uncertain
nature. Phase space is more vulnerable to uncertainty concerning its degrees of freedom than
state space, although there are rules governing particles in a system like a chess game, these rules
can be inhibited by both things entering from outside of itself as well as from within.

The change in the degrees of freedom regarding a phase space can be altered by the
introduction of new elements, the addition or subtraction of pressure, radioactive decay of
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particles in a system, a change in the amount of feedback, obliteration where the system is
destroyed and becomes something new and possibly even more chaotic, and so on.

It can be said that in both phase space and state space systems there is a tendency for
material and equations to orbit around areas known as attractors. From a mathematical
perspective an attractor is a localized area that equations in the same system tend towards. In the
physical sense it would be a position that a particle or entire system tends towards within its
phase space. On the same note, there are things known as repellers. There are several types of
attractors; however, the most commonly referred to when dealing with chaotic systems are
strange attractors which are part of complex chaotic fractal systems. A complex non-linear
system can have multiple basins where particles can be observed orbiting an attractor. Particles
also have an ability to move from one basin to another depending on the state they are existing in
and the force that is exerted upon them. Within each basin there can be different orbital patterns;
from chaotic to periodic orbits, and even orbits that exhibit multiple equilibriums which will tend
towards one attractor and then change towards another. If the basin does not reach an equilibrium
than the attractor is said to be hidden.

Therefore, it is now possible to equate the entirety of the human self to compiled
information that is existing in some state at some particular time. It then follows that the thoughts
and behaviors of individual agents are the result of orbital patterns of information around
attractors. By considering human agents and all their components as operating in the same
fashion as mathematical dynamic systems the mechanics of human operations along with the
human experience, as a whole, clearly and necessarily must echo and answer to Newton’s laws
of motion. Therefore, examining the human experience as being capable of exhibiting the same
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predictable attributes associated with other complex information systems the human experience
can be seen as the result of fixed operations and mechanics of a dynamic system that is required
to follow the natural laws of a causally determined universe where free will is impossible for
human agents.

3.2 Diminutives

Much remains unknown about the quantum world, and it has been reported that particles
at this scale of existence are capable of exhibiting odd behaviors. These behaviors range from the
predictable to the bizarre. One of the most predictable behaviors of particles is an electron’s
willingness or stubbornness to be shared between atoms playing a role in creating a complex
molecular structure; while one of the most bizarre behaviors of quantum particles is waveparticle duality. Wave-particle duality is the recognition that a particle is able to act both as a
particle of matter or as a wave.

Though these oddities attributed with subatomic particles are fascinating the most
important takeaway is that these particles have an ability to interact with other particles, forces,
and masses in existence. Therefore, to assume there is no uniform way particles act and to ignore
the predictable properties that quantum particles exhibit is neglectful, since it is reliable that one
can at least be certain that a particle will either be acting as a particle or a wave during a Double
Slit Experiment. One can also be certain that when particles are unobserved being shot through
the slits, even when they are shot through one at a time, the particles will behave as waves
creating an interference pattern on the catch screen. One can also be certain that when particles
are observed going through the slits a double band mark will be left on the catch screen as if the
particles were acting as matter. This insures that although things at this level are not fully
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understood there are predictions that can be made about their behavior and the fact that their
actions are capable of being manipulated and predicted is already a step towards uncovering the
stochastic nature of subatomic particles. This is good news for hard determinist since it is
beginning to look as if the only way that alternative possibilities can be said to occur in
libertarian arguments is if there is a way where the rollback of time occurs and either the
subatomic particles, related to a human agent’s decision making process was either observed
somehow or was acted upon in a way that creates the particle to switch from behaving as a wave
to behaving like a particle, or vice versa. Either way, if time was to be rolled back and a 50/50
choice of a human being resulted in the opposite choice than their original decision the first time
around the differences in results should be understood as being caused by some form of
manipulation.

The double slit experiment is a relatively simple way of seeing how some of the simplest
things known to be in existence are provided with an opportunity of making a 50/50 decision. It
has been proved that electrons and photons are capable of acting as a wave or a particle when
going through a double slit. However, given the opportunity to remain unobserved the particle
will ‘choose’ to act like a wave, unless of course it is forced into making a decision to act as a
particle. This may seem trivial since it is known that the reason the particle is acting like a wave
is because it is unobserved. However, if something as benign as attempting to measure a particle
can change the way that it acts it should call attention to the fact that it is neglectful for
metaphysical libertarians to assert indeterminist behavior resulting from human ignorance
concerning the quantum level of existence since it has been proven that subatomic particles can
be manipulated to operate in specific ways repeatedly when double slit experiments are
performed and yield the same results. Is this not the very definition of science? If something as
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simple as observation can change the ‘choice’ of a particle to act in an irrational way then it can
be said, that at the its most basic levels, the universe like any other dynamic system is subject to
cause and effect relationships with the rest of the universe in a predictable manner. Again, since
some of the most basic things known in existence are necessarily required to follow the laws of
motion the original decision of the particle to act like a wave or a particle is not a choice at all. In
fact, whether observed or unobserved the particle is acting in accordance to how the universe
dictated it to act in both situations and both are completely natural and determined states.

To understand the role in which these simple particles are able to impact human agents it
is worth looking into some of the explanations that digital philosophy has to offer. Digital
philosophy functions under the assumption that the universe is chaotic by way of discrete
mathematics and discrete engineering. Robert Wright has Ed Fredkin paraphrased as saying “…
information is more fundamental than matter and energy. … atoms, electrons, and quarks consist
ultimately of bits—binary units of information, like those that are the currency of computation in
a personal computer or a pocket calculator.”24 Bits are thought to exist in either one of two
positions 0 or 1. Fredkin’s notion of digital philosophy reduces the entire universe to a
programmed discrete system, just like a computer program. A good example of such a program
is John Conway’s Game of Life where Conway has provided cells with simplistic rules that
dictate whether a cell is to be alive or dead. The result is a fully developed, complex, discrete
mathematical universe displaying intelligence with predictable patterns such as boats, loafs,
gliders and so on. The emphasis of digital philosophy is that at the most basic level of existence,
the simplest particles contain some type of information which can be measurable as a 0 or 1
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position/ on or off/ dead or alive, similar to binary code. The limitations or the few rules that
have built into the program allows the 0 and 1 to spread over the cells and through their universe;
however, since the limitations of a cell appearing in a 1 or 0 position has been dictated by the
rules imputed into the program it is known that no matter how complex a design and no matter if
that design is capable of reproducing continually, each cell that appears in an on or off position
has been dictated to do so by the limitations that have been placed on it by the initial rules
established at the onset of the program being run and therefore is dictated, in advance and in the
future if a cell in the universe will either be in a 1 or 0 position.

So, even if the simplest building blocks turn out to be smaller than particles, which
appears possible, and it is found that at its most basic level the universe is constructed and
understood as basic binary information, than this information and the limitations placed on it
should consist of some type of observable properties and as a result have the capability to be
explained by mathematical equations explaining the natural laws of the universe or providing
more information about how the universe works.

There are a lot of issues here that are worth discussing, but remain outside the scope of
this paper. However, the takeaway is that at the very least the smallest particles of the universe
can be said to carry information and if this is true than as asserted throughout this paper it should
be assumed that this information is capable of having cause and effect relationships with other
things in existence; after all, Conway’s Game of Life can provide at least one example of how
information can interact with other information in the universe by simply attaching some simple
rules to dictate their behavior. In addition, after looking at Conway’s rules that govern his Game
of Life and concentrating efforts on what is known about the subatomic world, rather than
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concentrating on what is unknown at this level of existence, it is no longer seems unreasonable to
derive information from amassed evidence to construct a more pragmatic argument against free
will than alternative possibilities.

To better understand how the human system is acting as a complex dynamic system and
how ideas can have direct interactions with information existing in the universe an examination
of how a feedback loop operates should be undertook. This will provide a better explanation of
how the basic concept of cause and effect relationships at a subatomic level resonates with the
human experience while providing an explanation of how particles and small bits of information
may be interacting with a dynamic system like the human organism and nullify any possibility
for free will to exist.

3.3 Feedback

Now suppose that a system is operating in multidimensional space. Furthermore,
“Suppose space can have four dimensions, or five, or six. Suppose the number expressing
dimension can be a fraction. Suppose shapes can be twisted, stretched, knotted. Or, now suppose
shapes are defined, not by solving an equation once, but iterating it in a feedback loop.”25 A few
things responsible for the creation of multidimensional states in the brain are the DNA that
constructs the brain, chemicals and forces that flow through the entire system of the human
organism, the outside objective world full of information, an experience of time (both past and
present), the idea of fitting behavior into the boundaries of morality, and the brain’s ability to
retain information and process information about the world, all of which attribute and further
propagate a feedback loop. Feedback is when information from a system loops back into itself
25
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and becomes part of the new information processed within that system making the outcome of
the system complex, self-similar, and allowed to be further built upon. This allows for the
thoughts and action that an agent might experience in later stages of life to be the product of
artifacts from a prior state and time of the universe, acting as a collection of retained bits of
information the agent came in contact with at an earlier time.

The idea of feedback into a system such as the human organism and its brain functions is
crucial for a number of reasons. First, because it provides the self-similarities expected in fractal
geometry. Second, from the initial state of origin an agent is continuously bombarded with
information from the outside world which is imprinted on the memory and processed by
individuals, creating an endless cycle between biochemical make-up, predisposition, and the
environmental imprinting and interpretation of events that occur over time in that agent’s life.
For instance, say an agent is constructing an aluminum roof for a birdhouse. The agent has never
worked with thin sheets of aluminum before and during the process of bending and cutting a roof
for the bird house the aluminum pops out of their hands and cuts a deep gash in their finger. The
wound requires stitches and has a sensation of itchiness that lasts for days. Although the agent
has never been formally trained by a tin knocker, this agent will probably wear gloves the next
time they are working with sheet metal, to avoid injuring their hands.

It can be shown from this example that due to a past interaction with this material (sheet
metal), while never being formally instructed on safety precautions when handling this material,
the agent has stored information about the material from past interactions and is able to reflect on
that information in deciding to limit his interaction with the material by wearing gloves. In other
words, a change has occurred within the agent and the agent has now gained a repulsion to
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interacting with an object existing in the universe. The agent is now capable of identifying this
material through feedback (regardless of how it may be stored in the brain, mind, and memory)
which provides cautionary sensations that limit an agent’s interactions with something that is
existing in the universe, this takes place due to a repulsion.

It can now be said that at the very least there has been a noticeable change in the agent’s
behavior when he interacts a second time with the material; therefore, it seems fair to say, that
the agent is now also somewhat more limited in his interactions with the material then when he
first encountered the material. There is now a clear attraction for the agent to want to wear gloves
when handling the material and a repulsion to the agent wanting to be cut. Just as a piece of sheet
metal can be relatable not only as a roof for a bird house, but also as a thing that is able to cut an
agent; like sheet metal, an agent coming in contact with materials such as ideas processes the
meaning of that idea at a subjective level. An agent can become repulsed, attracted, appreciative
yet cautious of what it is that they are coming in contact with due to previous experiences.

In addition, the subjective nature of an agent interactions with materials can be
constructed without any prior instructions or observations of other human beings interacting with
a material or idea. This is because of the colloquial nature of the human language and the
physical limitations of human agents regarding what types of acts they can perform. The
limitations of human agents contribute to the attributed similarities that occur in individual
agents when interacting and reacting to materials existing in the world, helping create the
patterns of human nature. This makes it possible for humans to develop the same conclusion
from different similar experiences when approaching objects in the world, like aluminum as well
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as ideas. This is an indication that ideas themselves have a force of their own and are able to
produce and motivate individuals in a way that is either attractive or repulsive.

It must now be shown how it may be possible for ideas to directly interact and impact
human agents in the form of physical matter, information, and/or force to highlight their
capability of sharing a cause and effect relationship with the human organism to produce
thoughts and actions. By doing so this explanation will also bolster the assertion that free will is
not an attribute of human agents.

3.4 Reception

Ideas, like colors, can be found as being attractive or repulsive to individuals. For
instance, if an agent finds the color blue attractive they may then construct their wardrobe to
contain articles of clothing which are blue. Furthermore, opinions concerning big issues, such as
those pertaining to elected government and economic policy are no different than an agent’s
opinion concerning the mundane. Just as an agent may be drawn to the color blue, an agent may
also find the ideas of a socialist government attractive causing them to vote for a socialist
candidate. The opinions that individual agents hold are matters of attraction and are vulnerable to
reevaluation and change in opinion at any time. This is because the ideas that lead to opinions are
attractive to an agent, and what makes an idea attractive to an agent is its ability to interact with
the human system directly, specifically the brain and mind.

Say an individual has not undergone a lot of physical changes within their system
(thoughts included) and has never seen the color orange. For the most part, after seeing the color
orange for the first time, three things can happen: (1) the agent develops a strong attraction to
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orange and it becomes their favorite color (2) the agent is repulsed by the color orange and finds
it to be an obnoxious assault to their eyes (3) the agent will approach the color orange without
fondness or repulsion and simply allow the information of this color to be imprinted, stored, and
processed as yet another piece of information of electromagnetic radiation existing in the
universe. This idea of attraction to colors may seem a bit abstract but a similar concept was
previously introduced with the example of agents being attracted or repulsed by cilantro. Some
found the cilantro tasty, some were disgusted by the cilantro, and others did not care about it
either way. What did not happen in either example, was a human agent flying away, nor did they
dye a set of recently grown wings their favorite color.

How can agents be said to directly interact with a color if it is just visible light? To
understand this type of attraction one needs to look at what visible light is and how colors are
produced.

They are produced in different processes and are detected in different ways, but they are
not fundamentally different. Radio waves, gamma-rays, visible light, and all the other parts
of the electromagnetic spectrum are electromagnetic radiation.
Electromagnetic radiation can be described in terms of a stream of mass-less particles,
called photons, each traveling in a wave-like pattern at the speed of light. Each photon
contains a certain amount of energy. The different types of radiation are defined by the
amount of energy found in the photons. Radio waves have photons with low energies,
microwave photons have a little more energy than radio waves, infrared photons have still
more, then visible, ultraviolet, X-rays, and, the most energetic of all, gamma-rays.26

Electromagnetic radiation is described as a stream of photons, each traveling in a wavelike pattern, carrying energy and moving at the speed of light.27 Though photons are said to be
theoretically massless, they are said to have a force and their ability to interact directly with
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human organisms is overtly obvious. For instance, moderate human skin exposure to ultraviolet
radiation causes the skin to tan. However, human exposure to large amounts of ultraviolet
radiation damages DNA and results in skin cancers. In addition, one form of treatment for skin
cancer is exposure to gamma radiation. This information proves theoretically massless things
contain the ability to have a force which can interact with objects that do have a mass. Therefore,
making it possible for an idea to actually be a recognizable force, like a color can be used as a
tool and is able to attract or repulse agents towards itself. Again, the attraction and repulsion to
an idea is dependent on an agent’s state of existence at a given point in time. In other words,
depending on the degrees of freedom, the state or disposition of an individual will greatly impact
the way and manner in which an idea is to be processed, recalled, and utilized. If this concept of
ideas and colors still appears abstract, then one only needs to draw reference from an epileptic’s
response to a strobing light, a technology possessing the ability to trigger convulsions.
If agents conceded to ideas possessing the same quality as electromagnetic radiation, then
the essence of a triangle can exist physically here in this universe, and still manage to be poorly
interpreted by the receivers known as the human organism. When examining this idea in relation
to Plato’s forms, the idea of a triangle does not need to exist in a reclusive realm of philosophical
transcendental obscurity. Plato’s conception of forms makes the notion concerning ideas even
more obscure; the essence and transcendental properties of a triangle only need to exist in this
universe where they can occur naturally as a force, bit, or a wave with peaks and troughs of
information allowed by physics.
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3.5 Frequencies

It seems possible now that ideas can be made to directly interact with human agents in a
similar fashion as a radio receiving and transmitting a broadcast. In fact, the concepts are pretty
much one in the same only instead of a radio broadcast, the human agent is receiving ideas and
transmitting thoughts and actions. It is possible that the simplest types of ideas and information
existing are absolutes, that is ideas and information which are self-defining and existing
independently or in accordance with other things of the same relation. It is possible that the
simplest ideas and information for humans to process are amongst the most ubiquitous to exist in
the universe while harder concepts are developed from less abundant or faint signals that the
human mind has difficulty processing. It is also possible that more complex ideas are composed
of interference patterns of several simple ideas running together such as the color pink. Pink does
not exist with its own wavelength in the visible light spectrum; instead it is red and violet waves
crossing over one another that make pink. Although there is no wavelength of visible pink light,
this does not mean that agents cannot experience something called pink. It just means that when
red and violet waves cross over in such a manner, though separate, they remain indistinguishable
to the human eye making a combined appearance of a more complex color, the anomaly pink.
Again, the qualia of an agent’s interaction with simple and complex ideas and how they
are received, processed, and fed-back into an agent will depend on the state and limitations of an
agent’s existence when making contact with an idea. For example, an agent with damaged and
misshaped rods and cones in his retina will be physically incapable of processing the information
of visible light correctly since he is said to have Color Vision Deficiency. The same is true for
agents concerning the brain, though instead of colors they are processing ideas in the same
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fashion since evidence points to the likelihood that ideas exist with similar attributes to those of
electromagnetic radiation. Thus, due to the states and limitations of an individual, the
dependency and predictability of an agent’s actions are uncertain, even when processing the
simplest ideas.

One way of understanding the difficulty of information and ideas may be through the
examination of absolutes. Absolutes are rather simple to understand. Red is a simple color and
idea, but when added to violet they create something more complex. In the same vein, when the
number one is added to any even whole number the product will be odd. Regardless of their
construction oddness and evenness are absolute and capable of being predictable. Take for
example the argument that Plato presents below
“… the triplet is not the opposite to the even, yet still does not receive it because it always
brings the opposite against it; and a pair brings the opposite against the odd…. If you
distinguish thus, not only the opposite does not receive the opposite, but that also which
brings anything opposite to whatever it approaches never receives the opposite to that
which it brings…. Five will not receive the essence of even, or its double ten the essence
of odd….”28

Therefore, it is within reason that absolutes make ideas relatable amongst agents because they
are easily accessible to agents and the knowledge they convey is easier to process. This is not to
say ideas constructed with some essence of absolutism cannot be corrupted or misappropriated
by an agent’s own subjectivity and state of existence an agent can be said to currently existing in.
Like elements and colors having different isotopes and shades, it can be rationalized that ideas
can be distorted, have isotopic attributes, or exist with similarities to other ideas that are
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processed by the body related to proximity rather than accuracy causing different reaction in
agents and yielding a difference in experience among agents.

The processes of the mind appear instantaneous no matter how deep a thought may be
stored in the memory of the fractal mind (as long as the information is not presently existing in a
state of being forgotten or unavailable). Much as a computer, the human information goes
unnoticed until it is motivated to think, or an individual realizes they are actively thinking,
similar to when an agent notices they are performing the parasympathetic act of breathing. Like
breathing, reasoning and eventually coming to a decision on whether to perform an act or not
seems effortless. Other effortless tasks can be associated with acts of obtaining, processing, and
recalling information or when a memory or a skill is in need and must be recalled by an agent.
However, depending on the state of an agent performing any, or all of these acts, will greatly
affect the outcome of an agent’s acts or thoughts they are or are not going to perform. Another
important aspect regarding the way information is proceed is dependent on the way the
information was obtained and if that information was corrupted before or after an agent came in
contact with it.

So, if information is constantly available in the mind of an agent like an interactive cloud
network that has been compiled throughout an agent’s life and the information stored in that
cloud is tangible and the interpretation of this information is dependent on the feedback, initial
interpretation of information, the information itself, and the state an agent can be said to
currently exist in, at some particular time, then human agents and the human experience seems
very complex like a computer system processing digital wireless frequency. Therefore, making
the brain the hardware, responsible for housing information and tuning into available WI-FI
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signals and the mind the operating system, responsible for running and interpreting the data in a
specific manner that is unique to that particular model (agent).

How exactly is this information digested, stored, recalled through memory, and
forgotten? The specifics of how this could possibly be achieved are outside the scope of this
paper, but the long answer would most likely consist of some type of ether like soup of ideas and
memories swarming agents, holography, and/or quantum entanglement that would allow for
direct and indirect contact with ideas and artifact of information by way of constant
bombardment or a forced recollection produced when the biochemistry of an agent performs an
intelligent physiological scan in order to locate all available information an agent may need to
perform a task. If this were true than it is quite conceivable that bonds between agents and ideas
could form bonds that are capable of spanning the universe and recalled faster than the speed of
light. However, the short answer is what this paper has been asserting all along, that it seems
reasonable to assume that the exact way information is digested, stored, recalled, and forgotten is
through a complex cause and effect relationship shared between human agents and the rest of the
information that is in existence in the universe that is fixed and in accordance with the natural
laws of the universe.

4.0 Evidence

4.1 A Lag in Self-Awareness

If it is true that the human organism is a highly sensitive dynamic system that shares a
physical relationship with ideas that possess an ability to exist as information in the form of
electromagnetic radiation while life is occurring in a causally determined universe without the
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possibility of free will, then there should be evidence recorded that shows human agents having
no control over their own actions to ensure that this theory stands on a solid foundation. One way
to legitimize these claims would be to provide proof that there is no conscious effort put forth by
agents to perform actions. In the 1980’s the late neurophysiologist Benjamin Libet conducted
experiments designed to study human consciousness and acts of volition. Libet’s main question
concerning these matters was “How does a voluntary act arise in relation to the cerebral
processes that mediate it?”29 The main focus of Libet’s experimentations focused on an agent’s
readiness potential and their willingness to commit an act. In his 1985 paper titled Unconscious
cerebral initiative and the role of conscious will in voluntary action, Libet defines readiness
potential as a slow negative shift in electrical potential generated by the brain that takes place a
second or more before a self-paced, voluntary motor act.”30

Libet designed an experiment that allowed self-paced acts, usually in the form of a wrist
flex or a finger movement, to help uncover the correlation between consciousness and readiness
potential in voluntary acts. Test subjects were told to watch a quickly paced dot making
revolutions around a clock face and report the location of the dot when they felt that they first
had the urge (freely wanting) to produce a muscle flex by pressing a button. The dot revolving
around the clock face was synchronized to the button so that when the act of pressing the button
took place, it was recorded. Subjects were told to report where the dot was positioned on the
clock when their first urge to press the button came about. Finally, Libet used an
electromyogram, a tool to monitor brain activity by determining when the ramping up of
readiness potential occurred in subjects. After collecting the results of the experiments, Libet
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cross referenced the data from test subjects reporting when they first became consciously aware
of an urge to perform an act, against the initial onset of brain activity recorded by the
electromyogram as well as when the physical act took place.

Libet found that when subjects were asked to perform an ad lib, spontaneous muscle flex
(known as a Type II data report), the readiness potential in all subjects to press the button was
active before subjects reported any conscious awareness of an urge to press the button.

The RP onset time was found to be consistently in advance of W, the time of initial
awareness of wanting to move…. For all of the series in which all 40 acts were experienced
as fully spontaneous and unplanned, the average RP onset of (type II, described above) was
about —535 ms. relative to the initiation of muscle action (as indicated by the EMG).
Reported times of conscious intention to act (W) in these same series with type II RPs
averaged about —190 ms. The average onset of these RPs therefore precedes average W
by about 345 ms.31

Regardless of the test variations, Libet reported a consistent ramping up of readiness potential
taking place before conscious awareness was reported.32 Though only fractions of a second long,
this lag in self-awareness is an indication that something other than an agent’s volition is willing
their actions, since the actions that are going to be performed are in motion prior to an agent’s
conscious awareness. With this being true, it no longer seems reasonable to assume that there
remains a possibility for human agents to possess free will.
According to Libet’s data, suspicions against the idea of free will should be raised.
Though the gap between the ramping up of readiness potential and conscious awareness is a
fraction of a second in Libet’s results, the amount of time needed between these two events are
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insignificant. What is significant is that agents may need to concede they are not in control of
their actions.
Since Libet’s death, there have been advancements made in this field of study which have
enhanced his initial findings. In 2008, neuroscientist John-Dylan Haynes and his team were able
to reinforce Libet’s data by conducting their own Libet-type experiments. Where Libet reported
predicting acts of volition and readiness potential at fractions of a second before conscious
awareness, Haynes and his team managed to lengthen this gap by several seconds.

Haynes’ experiment was similar to Libet’s. Haynes’ group instructed subjects to carry out
freely paced, motor decision tasks while their brain activity was being monitored with functional
magnetic resonance imaging.
The subjects were asked to relax while ﬁxating on the center of the screen where a stream
of letters was presented. At some point, when they felt the urge to do so, they were to freely
decide between one of two buttons, operated by the left and right index ﬁngers, and press
it immediately. In parallel, they should remember the letter presented when their motor
decision was consciously made. After subjects pressed their freely chosen response button,
a ‘response mapping’ screen with four choices appeared. The subjects indicated when they
had made their motor decision by selecting the corresponding letter with a second button
press. After a delay, the letter stream started again and a new trial began. The freely paced
button presses occurred, on average, 21.6 s after trial onset, thus leaving sufﬁcient time to
estimate any potential buildup of a ‘cortical decision’ without contamination by previous
trials.33
In all, Haynes and his team were able to remove more uncertainty surrounding Libet-type
tests. After extensive research, Haynes’ experiment proved superior to Libet’s initial
experiments. The team was well aware of dubious feelings regarding older tests and although
There has been a long controversy as to whether subjectively ‘free’ decisions are
determined by brain activity ahead of time. We found that the outcome of a decision can
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be encoded in brain activity of prefrontal and parietal cortex up to 10 s before it enters
awareness. This delay presumably reﬂects the operation of a network of high-level control
areas that begin to prepare an upcoming decision long before it enters awareness. 34
The results from these tests makes arguments in favor of free will hard pressed to develop a
clever enough explanation for why one should operate under the assumption of such a belief.
Free will seems even more unlikely now because “In the traditional view of conscious will and
free will, one would expect conscious will to appear before, or at the onset, of the RP, and thus
command the brain to perform the intended act. But an appearance of conscious will 550 msec.
or more before the act seemed intuitively unlikely.”35 Hence, “The initiation of the freely
voluntary act appears to begin in the brain unconsciously, well before the person consciously
knows he wants to act!”36

The data that has been collected and reported in these experiments appear to be an
overwhelming indication that one could reasonably adopt a philosophical stance that asserts
humans are incapable of possessing free will and that the universe and the human experience are
chaotic dynamic system operating and unfolding in a stochastic, yet fixed and complex manner.
However, after amassing this evidence there is still push back from the libertarian side of the
debate. One such argument against the true and fated determined state of the universe is
presented by Alfred R. Mele in his book Free: Why Science Hasn't Disproved Free Will. One
way in which Mele attempts to contest the data collected by Libet directly is to argue that the lag
in self-awareness, Libet’s found in his experiments, was not repeatable in all subjects and that
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the findings that were not consistent should not be romanticized and made into a sweeping
generalization that encompass all decision types made by humans.

Naturally, Mele pushes back against the data in Libet’s experiments since they never
yield a 100 percent repeatable result. Admittedly, this is a factor that should raise caution in any
experiment and one should always take precautions against over-romanticizing any data
collected; however, there are many factors associated with a less than 100 percent repeatability
rate in these experiments including but not limited to equipment failure and human error. In
addition, to Mele’s concern with the data, there is still a larger issue that needs to be addressed
and that is the issue concerning the generalization aspect of attempting to draw an equal
comparison between the simplistic decisions made in the tests with the harder and debatable
decisions made by human agents in everyday life. This generalization argument focuses on
equating the press of a button with the conscious realization that the agent has chosen to press
the button in the experiment. The argument of generalization is a reasonable one, which Haynes
himself is concerned with and finds a lack of evidence for answering at this point in his own
experimentation.
Mele asks “how similar is the arbitrary picking of a button to a decision to ask one’s
spouse for a divorce—or to change careers… after protracted reflection on reasons for and
against the decisions?”37 Therefore, Mele is making the claim that pressing a button appears not
to be equitable to making complicated painstaking decisions.

Similarly, though, this rationalization of generalizing one aspect of an experiment to be
attributed with what is thought to be a separate and outside situation is starting to be presented in
37
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the same fashion as arguments associated with human ignorance concerning quantum particles
and can be dealt with the same way.

The physical universe consists of things in existence that are known as subatomic
particles; these particles, though not fully understood yet are in fact in existence none-the-less.
The fact that these particles are not fully understood has no bearing as to whether they exist or
not; only how they exist. Again some wish to argue that ignorance of the subatomic particle does
not have significant interaction with larger scale, naturally occurring things such as humans and
their decisions is a bit naive, especially since they are a part of the things that humans are
constructed from. Hence, subatomic particles should be thought to act in accordance with the
deterministic principles and laws of the universe just as larger objects. Therefore, it is reasonable
to think that decisions, regardless of how mundane or complex, are constructed and carried out
by the same processes. No decision should be seen as a comparison between apples and oranges,
but rather as being cut from the same cloth. Therefore, it may be reasonable to accept that
decisions are produced and executed under similar chaotic conditions associated with any state
an individual finds themselves to be existing in at any such particular time that the decision has
been made and fixed.
In a second attempt to discredit Libet’s data, Mele presents an argument that will be
referred to as the ‘Much Too High Standards Argument’, or argument of semantics. Mele
provides an example of two agents squabbling over what it takes to satisfy the conditions of
being a great baseball player. The one agent (Bob) offers up incredible stats that have never been
produced by any baseball player in the history of the game and seem completely out of reach for
any player to satisfy ever; to which the other agent (Mele) answers that these stats for a baseball
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player seem too high and unreasonable and if these stats are what it takes to be a great baseball
player than no great baseball players have ever existed and as a result are ridiculously
excessive.38
The bulk of Mele’s argument rests on the assertion that with every heightened
expectation of what it takes to satisfy the human ability to have free will, the more of an illusion
it becomes. Mele states that a better way to see free will as something that human agents can
possess is to think about free will “…as something we need in order to deserve moral credit or
blame for some of our actions. If we think about free will this way, then… it strikes us as
plausible that people sometime deserve—from a moral point of view—credit or blame of what
they do….”39 Hence, “If you think that having free will requires being totally free from
situational influences, you should conclude that there is no free will.”40 Respectfully, one can see
the logic in Mele’s approach by lowering the bar to allow for a workable understanding of free
will. However, as the old adage states two wrongs don’t make a right and most importantly what
are situational influences and opinions of what something should be, if not the added factors of
information forced upon and impacting an agent’s ability to act?
Mele’s argument is tricky since he is purposefully lowering the standards of free will to
gain moral responsibility (which is outside of the scope of this paper). However, by lowering the
standards of free will to gain moral responsibility seems like an already polluted argument. The
argument calling for a lowering of standards, or settling for what free will is seems to be based
on the pataphysical semantics of a social construct of the true knowledge of any thing’s
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transcendental properties. If this is so, why should the argument of free will simply settle in order
to gain moral responsibility, when morality itself is constantly shifting to meet new washed over
public opinions and colloquial expressions that attempt at interpretations of the truth. Therefore,
Mele’s ‘Much Too High Standards Argument’ should at least be looked at briefly since if it can
be proven that the nonexistence of free will and moral responsibility does not necessarily mean
that the universe or world would be operating in the way it does presently. If this can be shown,
then why should the arguments and debates of free will be settled on a matter of settling?

Rather than settling, one can satisfy the high standard, that incompatible deterministic
views strive for by adopting a position of moral fictionalism, where free will and moral
responsibility are both nonexistent, without sacrificing the true nature of free will or the traceable
accountability of an agent’s actions. Having to approach the area of moral responsibility does not
fit within the scope of this paper; however, the way that Mele’s argument has been constructed to
combat Libet type experiments makes it rather hard to address the area of free will without
mentioning moral responsibility, since Mele has piggy-backed moral responsibility onto his
argument for why it is wise to settle for a lower standard of free will. Thus, a response will be
attempted to push back against Mele’s assertions and provide a concise account of how the world
is still operational without free will.
Richard Joyce takes morality to be a fiction; however, “… one which will engage our
emotions, guide our actions, inﬂuence our decisions, and, in short, bring the pragmatic beneﬁts
of morality that we might expect – all without belief.”41 It is Joyce and his conception of
morality being a fiction that gives credence to not only the way humans operate in a universe that
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is determined and devoid of free will, but also provides credible push back against Mele’s
libertarian assertions which calls for belief in a philosophy that continues to perpetuate the
acquiesced beliefs for settling on lower standards of free will and accepting the status quo that
morality is centered on the concept that some acts are better performed than others and that these
acts are performed by choice. Admittedly the idea of a moral responsibility creates a plethora of
incentives for agents to develop strong attractions to perform acts that are consistent with moral
behavior. One reason why human agents have developed an attraction to moral behavior is
because they have also developed an adversity to acting in a sinister way since there is an idea of
punishment. However, the attraction and aversion to moral and sinister acts have nothing to do
with free choice and free will. Punishment alone is a separate idea that triggers attraction or
repulsion in human agents. Therefore, praise and punishment are not just acts performed on an
agent, but also ideas that physically interact with human agents directly.

The notion that ideas are physically interacting with human agents removes the need for
free will and moral responsibility to exist in the world and removes the need to be accepting of a
lower standard of what it takes for humans to have free will. For example, when the idea of
punishment is introduced agents usually become more repulsed to commit an act if that act may
result in punishment, since the possibility of having to endure such a punishment is repulsive.
Punishment limits the possible range in an agent’s potential degrees of freedom. Though
morality does label acts that are considered right and wrong, it is not as if the agent has a choice
in the acts they are going to commit. Therefore, if a criminal act is felt more beneficial and the
benefit of committing that crime outweighs the punishment, than it is very possible that an agent
will become more attracted to committing the crime, rather than being repulsed by the idea of
punishment and not committing the crime. Punishment is an attempt at restraining the behaviors
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of agents to perform in an acceptable manner. The moral codes established by groups tend to be
the result of the majority rule by an already established consensus of human attraction to their
default behaviors.

One way to understand the concept of a fictional morality is relating it to an idea of
literary suspended disbelief. If an agent is reading a story about dragons and asked if they
thought dragons existed, their answer would be no.42 In a sense, an idea of morality allows for
humans to get on with their story. Joyce provides an accessible approach to moral fictionalism by
utilizing a Sherlock Holmes fan who is visiting the same London sights that Holmes was said to
visit. The fan says to herself
… “If Holmes saw Moriarty here, and then lost track of him there, then he must have
followed him down this street”; she pictures Holmes being there. For the space of the day,
perhaps, she gives in to the ﬁction and “forgets” all about Conan Doyle. She may even
become slightly annoyed at the mention of the writer in the course of her London
sightseeing, since it spoils the atmosphere that she is creating. To call this character “selfdeceived” is unfair, since she can, at any time, readopt the critical perspective from which
she knows very well that it’s all ﬁction. When she gives in to the ﬁction she knows what
she is doing – she is drifting away from what she knows to be the truth because doing so
indulges an enjoyable diversion.43

Whether or not, an agent is attracted to believing the idea of moral responsibility and the
control they have over it or an agent is attracted to the idea of moral responsibility because of the
resemblance to their own ideas of behavior, makes no difference. The agent that believes they
have control will still tend towards actions that resemble moral behavior the same way an agent
that does not believe they have control over their actions will. Regardless of an individual’s
belief in human control of moral behavior or not, acts that are said to be consistent with moral
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behavior will tend to take place more often. Consider two agents on their way to fill up a pair of
balloons. The tank is unmarked and filled with an unknown gas. One agent refers to the gas as X
and the other refers to the gas as Q. Regardless of the name the agents give to the gas, the gas is
still the same and both balloons get inflated. Therefore, by Mele asserting that the conditions
satisfying free will are capable of being set too high and calling for a need to settle upon a lower
standard of what is takes to satisfy free will so that human agents can be said to possess it in
order to gain moral responsibility, can be considered to be a somewhat lazy philosophy.

Trying to capture the essence of free will and moral behavior is as difficult as trying to
put a rainbow in one’s pocket. Theoretically it is possible; however, practically, not so much.
Morality is one of the most complex issues humans are exposed to, and after years of attempting
to try and get it right, agents continuously fail. The true essence of moral behavior is a
multidimensional mean that occurs from all possible acts that may take place in the world and
carves out the default positions of the shared attractions to values and thoughts of human agents.
This is not only due to the force of the idea of punishment, but also to human limitations and
similarities constructing the appetites of attraction and repulsion that agents tend towards when
coming into contact with and processing data. Ultimately it is the shared similarities between
humans that attributes to agents’ tendency to relate to judgments of actions when constructing
fitting punishments. Feedback and the traceability of ideas provides an illusion of ownership and
control over performed actions; thus, agents feel they have a right to pass judgment on other
agents’ acts, making a world without free will operate in the same fashion as one with free will,
with the added illusion of moral responsibility.
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In summation, the results of the Libet and Haynes experiments strengthen assertions that
the human organism is a complex dynamic system processing information, which like the
universe is fixed in its operations and does not allow for the possibility of alternative outcomes.
Furthermore, the results of both these experiments, while astonishing, should not be surprising
under the guide of Sir Isaac Newton’s laws of motion. If everything is the result of an action or
results from a reaction to something else, and agents are not the cause of their own actions then
something else must be. Therefore, it follows that there should be no expectations that the acts
committed by agents are the result of a conscious effort. This reinforces that human
consciousness is constructed out of information feeding back into the human system. The
surmounting evidence provided by these experiments leaves no hope for the existence of free
will. A simple line of reasoning then follows: Newton’s laws of motion reinforce the results of
Libet-type experiments and the data reported in the experiments hammers the nail in the coffin of
free will.

5.0 Conclusion

This paper has presented evidence to support a dynamic systems theory approach to
understanding the mechanics and fixed operations of the human experience and the interactions
with ideas which are occurring in a causally determined universe with no alternative possibilities
and all actions being fixed. In order to achieve this, the introduction of Isaac Newton’s three laws
of motion have been provided and utilized as the linchpin connecting the dynamic systems
theory approach to the human experience while operating within the confines of an inherent
stochastically, chaotic universe.
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With the aid of Newton’s laws of motion reasonable arguments have been constructed
where, at its basic level, the universe and its contents, including ideas, were able to be abstracted
into a chaotic flow of information and made to resemble the mechanics and fixed operations
commonly associated with everyday life in the world. It has also been asserted that though
human agents cannot fully understand the quantum level of existence at this time, based on what
is known about the quantum level of existence there can be predictions made in forecasting and
manipulating the behavior of subatomic particles. Because agents are able to make predictions
about subatomic particles behaviors and manipulate them in ways with expected results makes
the likelihood of miracles in this universe impossible since things existing at the simplest levels
of existence still share a cause and effect relationship with other things in existence. Therefore, it
is reasonable to assume that human agents are capable of interacting with these subatomic
particles and ideas that possess force and information in the form of electromagnetic radiation.
As a result, it has also been shown how ideas can possess a type of mathematically quantifiable
property and an ability to directly interact with human agents making it impossible for humans to
possess free will due to the shared cause and effect relationship between agents and ideas.

By introducing the idea of fractal geometry to better understand the operation of this
system, particularly when pertaining to the human brain and mind in all its various states of
existence, like the colorful patterns that develop from a mathematically generated fractal
dynamic system, one can map and establish parallels between fractals and the complex human
experience. Due to the complex multidimensional states that occur within the biological systems
of human agents, there is no concrete direction or alignment to patterns that can exist within the
human experience that can be predicted to a certain extent. Meaning, this would result in only
short term predictions in some instances since chaotic determinism should always be considered
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as a view that necessarily entails that the state of a determined universe is able to predict future
events in time, but remain too complex and chaotic for human agents to have any certainty in
predicting future events unfolding.

In order to prove this relationship between ideas and human agents, while reinforcing that
the universe is causally determined at all levels of existence without the possibility of free will
the data that has been recorded from both Benjamin Libet and Haynes experiments has been
presented. This data has made it clear that although there may be a sensation of thought and
control over an agent’s actions it is unlikely that they are willing these actions to be brought
about due to the lag in self-awareness of wanting to perform those acts. It has been shown that an
agent only becomes aware of wanting to perform an act after the body has started the operation
of bringing that act into the world. This is most likely due to the natural feedback of information
from the human dynamic system of forced information feeding back onto itself. This ultimately
results in the sensation of thought and consciousness.
Once again Newton’s laws of motion were used to combat Alfred Mele’s metaphysical
libertarian push back against Libet type experiments. The two arguments of Mele’s that were
taken on in this paper were the generalization argument and the ‘Much Too High Standards
Argument.’ In addition to Newton’s laws of motion to push back against claims made by Mele
regarding these experiments, Richard Joyce’s notion of a fictionalism was also introduced.
Fictionalism was heavily relied upon in answering Mele’s ‘Much Too High Standards
Argument’ and as a result Mele’s argument was made to look as if he is simply settling for an
easier definition of free will rather than a correct and inevitably impossible definition of free will
in order to gain moral responsibility.
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Over all, after an overview of the behaviors of subatomic particles and a look at the most
basic information that can possibly exist in the universe, it is still rational to believe that the
cause and effect nature of the universe continues to operate at the quantum level of existence.
Therefore, the only reasonable approach to understanding the human experience is one that
embraces the mechanics and fixed operations of a causally determined universe, where free will
is an impossibility, yet provides metaphysical libertarians with an indeterminacy and uncertainty
that they have been looking for without breaking the natural laws of the universe.
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